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What our Customers Say!
“We are delighted that
our mother, Julia, has
had her hearing restored,
thanks to Hidden Hearing.
She suffered from quite a severe 
hearing impairment, so conversation 
became increasingly difficult for her. It 
also put quite a strain on the rest of the 
family. She’s a new woman, thanks to 
her new hearing aids.”

Daniel O’Donnell

“Belarus native, Lydia was
profoundly deaf and painfully self 
conscious having been fitted
with analogue aids. We
contacted Hidden Hearing and Phil 
Cornwall and she was tested and fitted 
with new digital hearing aids. Lydia has 
returned to Belarus and is living a new 
life she never imagined she would.”

Deena Walsh, Chernobyl
Children’s Trust, Cork

“I didn’t really notice when
my hearing started to
deteriorate a few years ago,
but my wife and children
started to notice that I
would have the television
turned up too loud.
I can’t say enough about the guys in 
Hidden Hearing, who provided a first 
class service from day one.”

Dickie Rock

“When I was 15 an operation
at the Eye and Ear Hospital 
resolved some of my hearing 
problems but afterwords 
things began deteriorating again. When
I realised how difficult it was for friends 
and relatives when they are around 
someone with a hearing problem. As 
soon as I got my Hidden Hearing aid, I 
was so delighted. I am a new woman!”

Adrienne Joyce
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Einstein observed that the definition of madness is to keep doing the same thing but to expect different 
results. By this yardstick, GS Paul Porteous is quite clearly barking mad – he keeps asking me to do this, 
and I keep doing it the same way. Anyhow, noblesse oblige and all that. With me you get two for the price 
of one – not just sparkling and insightful analysis of the hands, but also erudite and incisive commentary 
on the state of our [increasingly] small nation. 

Now do try to keep up, dear. We play weak NT, 5 card majors and our 1C opening could be short. Weak 
2H and 2S openings. Oh, and Ekrens 2D opening [5-10 points, both majors] – I’ve commended this to 
you before – see reference to Einstein above.

Not an easy one to start with, top spot being the 5-2 heart game. I expect few to get there. Some auctions 
will go 1NT-3NT and that’s down off the top unless NS contrive to block spades. 5C is also down once the 
spades are cashed to begin with. 2S doubled costs 300 which would be good for EW, I rather fancy.

  Board 1    Dealer North Vul: None

The West hand is well worth opening 3rd in hand non-vulnerable. It makes it more difficult for NS to 
reach 4S than it would be otherwise [1S-3S-4S]. Nevertheless it should be reached, as North has great 
shape and a lot of controls.

On the auction given, East’s 1NT bid means you can’t get trumps wrong, since he must have at least 
2 and so you start trumps with the King. Once you play a diamond towards the King, you have just 3 
losers. 

Top spot is 3NT, which may look attractive to South given his shape, but North will surely over-rule him.

  Board 2    Dealer East Vul: N/S



South West North East
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65  AKQJ109832
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AJ76  Q2
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 - 

 974 

 985 

 Q1076542 

I expect 2S making to be a common result, scoring above average. Enterprising Souths may Double 2S, 
pre-balancing [ie showing their takeout hand and hoping West is not strong]. Here it does not work, as 
3 of a minor will get doubled and go down at least one.

Even if you play 4 card majors I would respond 2S given the ruffing value in East.

  Board 3    Dealer South Vul: E/W

The auction assumes that the response of 2S is gameforcing at least and sets trumps [bidding a grand is 
very difficult otherwise]. 4NT is keycard Blackwood in spades and 5D shows 3 or no Ace [of 5]. We’ll cut 
to the chase at this point….9 spades plus 3 Aces from partner plus the king of clubs = thank you very 
much. 

Yes there is a remote possibility that partner has an opening bid without any Aces…but if you know a 
way to stop in game in that situation, Mr. The Editor-in-Chief will require your services next time. In a 
world where Luke is a member of our national parliament, all things are possible.

  Board 4    Dealer West Vul: Both

South West North East

 P 1S P 2S

 P P P 
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J109  KQ2

A10742  KJ
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 KJ10643 

 - 
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AJ42  K109863

 AQ74 

 Q10862 

 5 

 Q75 

1NT by North is likely to proliferate. On the lead of a fourth best club, the ten from dummy helps and 
is logically correct. After that and 5 rounds of diamonds it is not hard to envisage EW being unable to 
organise their defensive tricks. 8 tricks are certain and conceivably 9 will come home if East is eventually 
obliged to play a club into the AQ. 

  Board 5    Dealer North Vul: N/S

I play inverted minor raises, so 2C shows at least 10 points and at least 4 clubs [3C would show an 
“Acol” 2C raise i.e. 6-9 points and club support]. After 2C, the idea is to bid stoppers, so 2S and 3D 
show stops, at which point it is obvious for East to bid the top spot of 3NT.

After a heart lead, declarer may go wrong. He may reason that if he’s unlucky enough to run into a 3-0 
club break, it would be better to lose the trick to South, who cannot hurt him with a spade switch. In that 
case clubs will be started with the Ace and 9 tricks is the limit. 

However, declarer should ask himself whether South can really be void in clubs. If he is, why would 
he pass over the 1C opening? Surely he’d have been likely to find a bid? This reasoning will induce 
declarer to start clubs with the King, and he’ll come to ten tricks in that case.

  Board 6    Dealer East Vul: E/W

South West North East
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 P P  

South West North East

    1C

 P 2C P 2S

 P 3D P 3NT

 P P P 
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QJ4  965
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 7 
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 J92 
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 4 

East may elect to respond 1H but is more likely to pass and hope to come in on the next round. South 
will be wondering where the hearts are, and fearing that if he bids 1D, partner will start bidding hearts. 
With a good trump holding, South may let 1C off. It should make. 

Strong notrumpers may do well here because East can transfer to 2H [making for a good score] by 
bidding 2D. If South is going to get involved he must bid 2H [takeout], which will not be music to 
North’s ears. North will have to venture 2S, which should drift one off.

  Board 7    Dealer South Vul: Both

All roads are likely to lead to 4S, even if methods may vary. Some Souths may respond 4C, showing a big spade fit 
and club shortage. West gets to double that and 5C is a good save if allowed to play there doubled.

This straightforward hand gives me the opportunity to launch my annual awards. Last year we had the ONE awards 
[Official National Embarrassment], with Bertie Ahern narrowly pipping Brian Cowen and Louis Walsh to the title.

This year’s awards are the WAWWAs. It stands for “We Are Where We Are”. Nominees for this coveted accolade must 
have promised loads but have done nothing or the exact opposite. And the nominees are:-

• Enda [“I have a 5 point plan”] Kenny
• Eamon [“It’s Labour’s way or Frankfurt’s way”] Gilmore
• Ruari [“College Fees will not be increased”] Quinn
• Micheal [“It was all Lehman Brothers’ fault”] Martin
• Brendan [“I’m sure I was given this job to do something but I can’t remember what it is”] Howlin.

As ever, vote early and often. The winner receives the Navel Gazing Trophy, a fiddle and a box of matches, all kindly 
donated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

  Board 8    Dealer West Vul: None

South West North East
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 A7 
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 AQ875 

Another tough hand to bid. North having passed originally, can double at his next turn to show the red 
suits. East’s redouble is support, showing 3 spades. South jumps to 4H knowing of the double fit, and 
it’s very hard now to bid the grand with confidence. East would need to just bash it or venture the grand 
slam force with 5NT….but is it clearly for spades??
In a year when we lost my old mucker, Sean Burgess, it is only fair to observe that he’d have bid 
7NT over 5C. Like Mr. Micawber, he’d have felt that “something will turn up”. Just as Billy Bunter 
was constantly expecting a postal order, SB generally felt that the bridge gods owed him a few 
tricks. Whenever they paid up [which happened frequently], SB would beam beatifically and chortle 
uncontrollably. Ni bheidh a leithead ann aris. Goodbye, old friend.
I think in reality that anyone bidding 6C or 6S will do well. They never got to play with Sean.

  Board 9    Dealer North Vul: E/W

I told you the Ekrens 2D opening was great! With South a passed hand, North can safely get his whole 
hand off his chest in one go and open 2D [5-10 points, both majors at least 4-4] and this gets them to 
a lovely spot which should realise 9 tricks. All responses to Ekrens are to play there, except 2NT which is 
a forcing enquiry.

Some auctions will go 1S-2C-2H-2S [ouch!]. Those who prefer 2NT to 2S on that auction will do well.

  Board 10    Dealer East Vul: Both

South West North East
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4NT is quantitative, inviting slam if South fancies it. I think it’s a close call, but the 5-card club suit may 
influence South to go on. I expect most to play in 3NT+2. You only make 6NT if you finesse the 9 on 
the second round of clubs…..not very likely…50 away for me .  

Dear me I’m missing grand slams and going down in small slams…must do better! 

  Board 11    Dealer South Vul: None

East will fleetingly entertain slam ambitions, so will try a fourth suit forcing 3D and maybe a quantitative 
4NT invite, but West will pour cold water on it. I expect 10 tricks to be the norm, unless you are inspired 
to cash the AK of spades.

  Board 12    Dealer West Vul: N/S
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After a 1NT rebid [15-17], I play 2D as an artificial game force. 2C would be a transfer to 2D, showing 
a hand with invitational values. 4S will make 11 tricks. 3NT also makes 11 tricks but is a much inferior 
contract – if you had to lose a spade trick, as you would 9 times out of 10, then 3NT is [deservedly] one 
down.

  Board 13    Dealer North Vul: Both

Some lively bidding is in prospect here. I don’t think West should want to defend 2C, so 2H is my 
choice. North can go to the well again – he has a good 6-card suit and no real defence to 2H. East 
should not venture 3H with his flat shape, though 3H-2 undoubled may not be too bad – there are 10 
tricks for NS in clubs.

Maybe some Norths will take their chances against 1NT, even plonk a double on it. If North leads a 
minor suit, 1NT is four down – if a major, it is down just one.

  Board 14    Dealer East Vul: None
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North should discount his diamond holding after the opening bid, which leaves him with a weak jump overcall 
of 2H. East makes a negative double, showing points and promising spades. When West shows his own spades, 
East can bid game with confidence, knowing they have a double fit. Ten tricks are easy enough – the 2H bid 
should tell declarer that if spades are 4-1 they are likely to be with South.
No doubt there will be 3NT addicts in that contract. If played by East, South has to lead the 10 or Q of hearts 
to defeat it by two tricks. Played by West it is a lucky make on the club finesse. If you were in 3NT as West and 
made 10 tricks on a heart lead and a club finesse – would you like to play against me for money sometime 
soon??

  Board 15    Dealer South Vul: N/S

Interesting hand. What to do as East opposite a passed partner? I would not quibble hugely with 2H, 
though 3H is too rich for my blood vulnerable [I’m getting old]. 2C from South shows 5, because 1C 
could be only 2. North invites South to a party and South brings his own bottle [void in hearts, outside 
5 card suit]. A making minor suit game with nothing else on – I can see the tears in John Comyn’s eyes 
already!

The “cheat sheet” claims 4H is on for EW – I can only assume that this claim has been accompanied by 
a significant amount of alcohol.

  Board 16    Dealer West Vul: E/W
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Years of observing Tom Hanlon’s play have convinced me that upgrading for the good clubs to open 1NT 
is correct as North. South’s 3H is Stayman, showing spades. 3NT makes 10 tricks on a heart lead. 

With 12 opposite 11, some will languish in a partscore, and others will take 50s off an EW heart contract.

  Board 17    Dealer North Vul: None

It’s a matter of taste as to whether you open as East – for me it’s an opener every time, being 5-4 and 
playing 5 card majors. Over 2S there may be some intrepid Norths who bid 3H….not a good idea. 
North should realise his spades are useless, so he’s looking at a 5 count vulnerable. 

2S will be down 2 and that would be a decent result for NS…certainly better than going down in hearts.

  Board 18    Dealer East Vul: N/S



South West North East
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Three grand slams in 19 boards makes me certain that alcohol has been fed to the dealing machine. 
However I think many pairs will play this in game, with the given auction typical. 

3H is a transfer and maybe when East bids 4S, showing 3 of them, West can try 5C, which should get 
them to 6S. 

  Board 19    Dealer South Vul: E/W

Even with East overcalling a weak 3D, I think 4H or 4S should be reached. In both contracts the spade 
finesse is likely to be taken, which means 4H makes 11 tricks but 4S just 10. 4H by South can be held to 
10 if the club queen is led and a spade finesse loses [then a diamond back allows the defence a spade 
ruff]. 

  Board 20    Dealer West Vul: Both



South West North East
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 P 2H P P
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Oh goody, it’s Ekrens again!! 

The East hand should be devalued because holdings of Qx and Jxx do not pull their weight. That 
is something that intermediate and novice players should take on board….it is not just a matter of 
counting your points, hand evaluation is very important.

East has a standard Ekrens 2D opening [5-10 points, both majors at least 4-4], and West gives 
preference to 2H. 8 tricks should be a great score on a hand that will be passed out more than once, I 
suspect. A club contract for EW will suffer if NS take their spades and play 3 rounds of diamonds. 

  Board 21    Dealer North Vul: N/S

4 grand slams in 22 boards!! Donnez-moi un break!! It is clear to me now that the Editor has decided the 
Simultaneous Pairs requires “sexing up”. In that case, my suggestion appears below. First let’s deal with 
the hand.

3H from West is stronger than 4H – this is the principle of “slow arrival”, meaning that 4H would be 
weaker. 3S, 4D, 5C and 5S are cuebids…..after which East will reason that if 6H is making, 6NT is very 
likely making too. I can’t see any sure way for West to show five diamonds to the king as well as heart 
support and the king of spades, so a grand slam is most unlikely to be bid, and 6NT will score very well.

Now, what about the sexing up? Well, I suggest we introduce a new rule for Simultaneous Pairs. Starting 
from Round 5, any pair recording a score which the Bridgemates reveal as a zero, will incur a penalty. 
Each player must remove an item of clothing of their choice. Anyone rendered starkers has to buy their 
clothes back. There now – wouldn’t that liven things up? 

  Board 22    Dealer East Vul: E/W



South West North East
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 2D 2S 3D P
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 K9432 

 QJ7 

22 combined points and a slam in either red suit! I must be getting old, because I can’t see any pressing 
reason for either North or South to launch into game. Sorry, but there it is.

  Board 23    Dealer South Vul: Both

This sequence may be a little pushy, with both North and South wearing rose-tinted specs. North has 
the values for 2NT and of course would have raised 2S to 4S. South has 13 plus a 5-card suit. Fortune 
smiles after a heart lead, as there are 9 on top with the club finesse working.

You also make 5C and strange to relate, top score goes to 4S+1….I don’t expect there will be many of 
either of those. Bidding and making game will surely be a good score.

  Board 24    Dealer West Vul: None
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Is it April 1st already?? ANOTHER grand slam! Tough to get there with confidence though.

As before, 2D over the 1NT rebid is an artificial game force. 3H shows maximum [17 points] and 3 
hearts to an honour. 5S confirms that honour to be the queen. 5NT confirms possession of all 5 Aces 
and asks for specific Kings, 6D showing that king. At this point, East is known to have HQ, DAK and 
CA, ie 13 points. He must therefore hold the king of spades or the diamond queen or club queen 
[possibly both]. 7NT is either on the spade finesse, or else it needs him to have AKQJ of diamonds or 
AQJx of clubs, so it’s 6NT for me.

  Board 25    Dealer North Vul: E/W

There’s an old saying in Bridge that goes “6-5 come alive!” East has that shape and that is a 1S 
opening. West has a gentle raise to 2S and now I think East should just bash 4S. Give West the Queen 
of spades and any outside Ace [a minimum response] and where are the four losers? The Ace of spades 
alone would make game an excellent proposition. I would not favour making a game try with 3D….
gives too much information away. 4S makes with the aid of the finesse….got to speculate to accumulate 

If you opened a weak 2S as East, words fail me. For your spinelessness, you must now submit a 2000 
word essay entitled “Bertie Ahern was a complete genius because”. The most convincing essay will win 
the Michael Lowry “Honesty and Ethics in Public Life” perpetual trophy, plus a phone licence and a 
season ticket at Doncaster Rovers.

  Board 26    Dealer East Vul: Both



South West North East

 P P P 1NT

 P 2H P 2S

 3D P P P

South West North East

  2H 2S 4NT
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 J93 
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 AQ2 

 J3 

 J965 

 J762 

I don’t open weak 2’s with 4 cards in the other major, so I pass as West. When East complies with the 
transfer to 2S [will make 9 tricks], I think South needs to get involved. It’s not easy as he knows there’s a 
risk that partner has spades. But it is pairs, he has a six card suit and he paid his table money – so bids 
3D and is prepared to apologise if need be. Fortune favours the brave here, and 3D makes for what 
should be a very good score.

  Board 27    Dealer South Vul: None

Should be fairly straightforward to reach and make 6H here. Even if West passes originally, East is 
strong enough to get a bid out of him. 6S is actually a decent save against 6H, it only costs 800 and is 
unlucky to run into a club ruff. The vulnerability is a deterrent, so well done to any 6S bidders.

  Board 28    Dealer West Vul: N/S



South West North East

   P P

 1D P 3D P

 4D P 4H P

 5D P P P

South West North East

    P

 1H 2C P P

 2H 2NT P 3C
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 Q1086 
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 7 

10643  QJ5

A742  KJ95

9  7
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 K543 
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AJ109  Q8
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 AJ9832 

 762 

 K 

Once 3D sets the suit, 4D is keycard blackwood for diamonds and 4H denies an Ace. South has a 
certain heart loser and is looking at 4 possible black suit losers, so 5D is enough. There are also 9 tricks 
in 3NT, but there’s always someone who makes +1, perhaps being allowed a third spade trick on the 
run of the diamonds.

  Board 29    Dealer North Vul: Both

This is a great pairs hand. On the bidding I give, West’s 2NT shows diamonds in addition to the clubs 
he’s already bid…a version of the unusual NT. 2NT cannot be natural if he didn’t overcall 1NT or 
double originally. 

Once North leads his singleton heart, South actually needs to put in the Jack to be sure of holding 
declarer to 10 tricks. If he rises with the Ace and gives North a ruff, declarer can draw trumps, cash the 
king of hearts pitching a diamond, and then take a ruffing diamond finesse through North for 11 tricks. 
In practice I expect 10 tricks in clubs to be the norm.

What if EW play in NT? With North on lead it’s the same story….South puts in the Jack and that is down 
two. If East contrives to play in NT, I think 9 tricks will result. To stop that, South must lead a small spade 
and North switches to his heart……not going to happen. 

  Board 30    Dealer East Vul: None



South West North East

 P 1NT X 3S

 P 4S P P

 P   

South West North East

  1C P 1H

 P 2C P P

 P   
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 AKQ10952 
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9  K652
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 QJ4 

 A753 

 K85 

All sorts of fun and games are possible here. EW need to bid their making 4S.

Where West opens 1NT, will North double or bid 3C? Will East be content to play for doubled overtricks 
[1NT doubled plus 2 is only 380]? Do EW play Helvic and can they redouble?  Should East just be 
pragmatic and invite game by bidding 3S? 

  Board 31    Dealer South Vul: N/S

East’s 1H response is likely to talk NS out of playing in hearts, where they could score 110. 2C will 
make for 90 to EW and that should be a good score.

And there you have it. Sorry for all the slam misadventures, but we live in an imperfect world, darlings. 
A world where the Taoiseach earns more than the President of the United States or the British Prime 
Minister, with all ministerial and senior civil service positions similarly paid and pensioned [by us] in the 
stratosphere.  A world where not one single Irish banker has been fired, despite the banks bankrupting 
the State. Gaybo was right all those years ago….the country IS banjaxed  . Good night to all and to all 
a good night. 

  Board 32    Dealer West Vul: E/W



Thank you for playing in this year’s CBAI Sims Week – we hope you enjoyed the hands 
and the commentaries. Our very sincere thanks to all the commentators who gave over so 
much of their time for our enjoyment.

MONDAY 4 February – Session 3598 – Donal Garvey

Donal, from Millstreet in Cork, is a statistician by profession.  He is now really enjoying 
his retirement from his post as Director of the Irish Government’s Central Statistics Office, 
preferring the scenic beauty of Kerry to civilisation.  Playing with Michael O’Briain, he 
represented Ireland on many Open teams in European and World Championships, and he 
has now switched to the Senior circuit!

TUESDAY 5 February – Session  4681 – Padraig O’Briain

Padraig, a systems analyst, started his international playing career with his brother, 
Micheal and has played in many internationals with Tomas Roche, Thomas MacCormac 
and Peter Pigot in addition to the bro! Padraig and Micheal are playing together  on this 
season’s Camrose squad.

WEDNESDAY 6 February – Session  5931– Joan Kenny

Joan is a retired teacher from Galway who has numerous caps on Irish Womens’ teams 
across the globe. She is a member of this season’s Lady Milne team, playing with Brid Kirby 
and we wish them and their team-mates, Maureen Pattinson & Teresa Rigney and Dolores 
Gilliland & Maria Whelan with NPC Peter Pigot every success in Edinburgh in April.

THURSDAY 7 February – Session  6857 – Enda Murphy

Enda is the successful author of the very popular “Silver for Ireland” which recounted the 
exploits of our Open Team when they won the Silver Medal in the Warsaw Europeans and 
“A Bridge too Far?”, the story of Tom Hanlon’s first year as a card-playing professional. 
Enda is currently lecturing in the Dublin Business School.

FRIDAY 8 February – Session  7681 – Richard Boyd

Richard has been playing bridge for more than 10 years now. He is now just over-age for 
Irish Junior teams and is now challenging for a place on Open teams. He is a qualified 
bridge teacher and works part-time in CBAI Headquarters. He stepped in at a very late 
stage to produce his commentary when the original commentator withdrew through illness.

To track your results on the web, follow the link for each day from www.cbai.ie , 
remembering that it might take a few weeks to get everyone scored and uploaded.

FURTHER DATES FOR YOUR 2013 DIARY

Feb 8–10  CBAI Novice & Intermediate Congress Galway Bay Hotel, Salthill

Feb 16–17  Holmes Wilson Trophy –  Radisson Hotel, Athlone 
 National Open Entry Team  

April 13  J J Murphy Trophy – National Novice Pairs Loughrea Hotel

April 13 Lambert Cup – National Confined Pairs Loughrea Hotel

April 14 Cooper Cup – National Confined Teams Loughrea Hotel


